Try to solve this logic problem to figure out how much each electric vehicle has charged.

1. The German car has 30K miles.
2. The car with 20K miles is from the Japanese manufacturer or it charged $1.5.
3. The French car has less miles than the Italian car.
4. The vehicle that charged $3.0 has 10K more mileage than the Italian car.
5. The car that charged $4.5 has 20K less mileage than the German car.
Supposedly, Einstein created this riddle in the 20th century and said that 98% of the world's population could not solve it. Can you find the solution to "Einstein's Riddle"?

**Color**: blue, green, red, white, yellow  
**Nationality**: Brit, Dane, German, Norwegian, Swede  
**Drink**: beer, coffee, milk, tea, water  
**Cigarette**: Blends, Blue Master, Dunhill, Pall Mall, Prince  
**Pet**: birds, cats, dogs, horses, fish
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</tbody>
</table>

⇒ The Brit lives in the Red house.  
⇒ The Swede keeps Dogs as pets.  
⇒ The Dane drinks Tea.  
⇒ The Green house is exactly to the left of the White house.  
⇒ The owner of the Green house drinks Coffee.  
⇒ The person who smokes Pall Mall rears Birds.  
⇒ The owner of the Yellow house smokes Dunhill.  
⇒ The man living in the centre house drinks Milk.  
⇒ The Norwegian lives in the first house.  
⇒ The man who smokes Blends lives next to the one who keeps Cats.  
⇒ The man who keeps Horses lives next to the man who smokes Dunhill.  
⇒ The man who smokes Blue Master drinks Beer.  
⇒ The German smokes Prince.  
⇒ The Norwegian lives next to the Blue house.  
⇒ The man who smokes Blends has a neighbour who drinks Water.
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Zebra Puzzles, sometimes known as Einstein Puzzles, are an extraordinary twist on your favorite logic grid puzzles. They use the same brain-teasing logic but in a fun storytelling way that adds a dash of mystery and challenge. Instead of just a regular grid, you get lots of different hints about categories, like color, animal, and place. Your mission? Figure out how all these hints link together. Think of Zebra Puzzles as exciting logic mazes. This type of puzzle promises a riveting mental workout that will keep you engaged while honing your problem-solving and critical thinking skills, making them a must-try for any fan of logic puzzles.
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